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Frozen commons - transforming ice, snow and permafrost as interconnected 

landscapes that have been collectively used and governed by communities and 

other stakeholders.

Collaborative Research: NNA Research: Change, Resilience, and Sustainability of Frozen Commons in 
Alaskan and Northeastern Siberian Communities 



ICE 
FISHING

Ice fishing on open air, 
inside tents or rented 

cabins an the Chena Lake 
Recreation Area 



ICE 
SCULPTURES

Annual international competition of ice 
sculptures in Fairbanks, AK (March 2021)





Winter sports:
Eskimo Olympics
Arctic Winter games
Youth game…



Community-centered research will take place in Alaska and Siberia, involving natural and social scientists, local 
residents, Indigenous Peoples, and governments in research design, data collection, analysis and dissemination of 
results.















https://frozencommons.unh.edu



Summary of Frozen Commons data holdings 

Currently RIMS supports mapping and analysis of more than 40000 data layers



Numerous gridded environmental data available for analysis  
Air temperature trend 1980-2020 Annual precipitation trend 1980-2020

Max active layer thickness
Change 2000-2018



Community Youth Art and Youth Murals Deering AK, Russian Mission AK, and Lame Deer MT.



Water is Life Community 
Murals

WATER is Life is a collaborative 
outreach program that centers 
local culture in the quest to 
improve sustainable access to 
safe water. The program creates 
an avenue for engaging 
community members in the 
conversation on water through 
art, education and cultural 
celebration. 

Water is Life embraces an 
asset-based approach to 
community development, seeks 
to identify and leverage a 
community’s tangible and 
intangible assets and strengths, 
rather than what it lacks. (Ft Belknap Water Storage Tank - Morrison and Shields) 



Goal: To enhance connections between 

intellectual merit and broader impacts through 

ArtSLInK  methodology.

To achieve the goal, artistic practices will be 
implemented into research at all stages: 
fieldwork and analysis, dissemination and 
engagement through creating artistic 
representations. 



Pauline Mnev,  2021, Acrylic Fluid Art



MARTIAN TAIGA (2021—2022)

Informal roads are an inevitable 
component of extractive industrial 
development. Usually, these roads either 
do not have any surfacing or are covered 
by gravel extracted nearby. During the dry 
summer season vehicles passing by these 
roads lift up clouds of red dust. In the 
summer of 2021, this dust was combined 
with smoke from wildfires in the 
neighboring Republic of Sakha (Yakutia). 
Combined, their visual image reminds us 
about the potential risks of turning Earth 
into a planet as inhabitable as red Mars.


